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Individuality and Passion
Our Cultural Isle
Dreams, Creativity

English

Spoken
To develop the language of…
Comparison, argument, deduction, 
description, evaluation, explanation, 
explaining, hypothesis, opinion, 
prediction, retelling,

Writing
● To form name unaided
● To form most of letters correctly
● To design and write their own 

valentine card saying why they love 
someone.

● To create a BIRD museum for the 
parents

● To perform a dance show using 
writing to create tickets, program 
and list of what's on - (using PE and 
yoga moves)

Reading
To read all of the set 1 sounds and some of set 2 of 
RWI.  To read CVC words and a selection of red 
words.

Books to share this term:
That pesky rat - Lauren Child
The great race by Christopher Corr
Red Knit Cap Girl by Naoko Stoop
We’ve all got belly buttons by David Martin
Scarecrows Wedding by Julia Donaldson 
Oh George by Chris Haughton

Traditional Texts
The ugly duckling, The Emperor’s 
New Clothes, Magic Porridge Pot

Rhymes and Poems
A wise old Owl, The owl and the 
pussy cat, 2 little dickie birds, a 

tisket a tasket, daisy bell, roses are 
red

Physical Development: Core Skills and Gymnastics

Multiskills
- Explore different types and speeds of movement with 

control
- Learn and control various body shapes, balances and 

jumps
- Experience jumping, sliding, rolling and moving on and 

under apparatus with control.
Experienced through themed activities - Pancake race, Chinese 
dragon March, Winnie the pooh and yoga

Religious Education

Changes - Christianity - story telling - Jesus the storyteller

Create - ART Create - MUSIC

Valentines cards - looking at paper folding 
and using red and white to make pink
Birds - making different types of birds - using 
different techniques…. Collages, painting, 
mixing paint, pens, patterns
Practising the skill of drawing from real life 
through the exploration of plants
Practising the skill of drawing from 
imagination with the help of shapes.

Everyone, Our 
world.
Using a handmade 
instrument.

DISCOVER - History

Scientist
Steve Irwin, Charles Darwin
Author
A.A Milne
Artists
Vincent Van Gogh, George Seurat,

PSHE

Caring for the 
Environment

Money Healthy 
Lifestyles

EXPLORE - Geography

Birds from around the isle of wight and around the world.
Waitangi day - New Zealand, Fastelavn - Holland festival   
Skill - Using maps to find places (sea, land, poles)  

BRITISH VALUES
Mutual respect and tolerance

Mathematics

Number and Place Value
Live in 5! - ways to make 5.
Growing 6,7,8
Building to 9 and 10
Subitizing to 5, number bonds to 5, number bonds to 10

Measure
Comparing mass, Comparing capacity, Length and Height, Time,

Shapes and Patterns
3d - shapes
Patterns
Using shapes to make pictures and patterns

Steam - Science and Technology

Science
Birds - Anatomy, feeding, care, 
food chains
Plants - how they grow and what 
we use them for

Technology
Joining card without glue or tape!
Make models move - making a flying mobile
Using sound vibration to make a kazoo
Making model bear from dough/clay - winnie the 
pooh

Events and Important Dates - for children to learn about

13th January - Making your dreams come tyre
18th January - Winnie the pooh
28th-30th Jan - British bird watch
1st Feb - Chinese New Year - year of the TIGER
4th - 20th February - Winter olympics
6th Feb - Waitangi Day - New Zealand
14th Feb - Valentines day
25th February - Rio Carnival


